
August 28th – The Parable of the Wheat and Weeds 

 
Opening Up:  

  
1. Open the time together in prayer! How has this week been for you? Highs? Lows? 

 

2. Read the group goal together: “Our goal is to make disciples that make more disciples of Jesus 

Christ, so that someday, all of us will go on to lead others in their journey with Jesus.” 

 

3. Icebreaker Question: Have you ever had to pull weeds – lawn, flower bed, garden? Was this a 

result of a punishment – parents grounded you by making you pull weeds? If so, what did you 

do? Finally – did/do you enjoy pulling weeds? Why or why not? 
 

Looking Up: 

  
4. Quick hit question (everyone answer) – Pastor Zach taught a sermon this week called “Decayed 

Growth”. What is your main takeaway from the sermon? Is there anything else from your notes 

that you want to share? 

 

5. Where do you most experience an itch to grow – Gym Culture? Career? Hobbies? Family? 

Relationships (time with Jesus)? Share with the group what is driving that desire within! Is there 

anything that has been a roadblock to your desire for growth in this area? 

 

6. Read Matthew 13:24-30 and 36-43 aloud as a group. As you listen – think about and try to 

answer these questions – Why would an enemy sow weeds among the wheat? Who is the 

enemy in this parable? What do the weeds represent in this parable? What can I learn from this 

parable that I can apply to everyday life? 

 

7. Read Romans 12:18 – Do you treat people who don’t think/act like you with kindness, 

compassion, and curiosity? Or do you criticize and judge (social media, conversations with 

others, etc.)? What are some intentional steps you can take to grow in this area of your life? 
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8. What personal “blind spots” can you identify? In which of these areas of your life do you need 

to simply exercise faith and move onward? Is there pain, doubt, sadness, fear you are currently 

experiencing that can be avoided by simply exercising faith and remaining on mission with 

God? 

 

9. There’s a quote by C.S. Lewis that says – “If I find in myself desires which nothing in this world 

can satisfy, the only logical explanation is that I was made for another world.” As you grow 

among the weeds here on earth, what is one intentional action you can take this week to help 

remind you daily that you are made for another world – Heaven? 

 

Looking Forward: 

 
As we close out this evening, join with 2-3 individuals in the group for a time of prayer. Share some 

steps that you need to take this week to be mindful of eternity and more like Jesus. Share at least one 

blessing from the past week and one challenge you are faced with this week. Lift these things up to 

the Lord together! 


